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Home/Landing page

This doesn’t need to have 
it’s own menu link – it can 
be a button on the home 
page and repeated on the 
Treatments page

logo Contact & Bookings

079 1914 1075  |  Mon – Fri: 9:30am – 7pm  |  Sat: 9:30am – 5:30pm

BlogAbout Treatments Gallery

FAQs

semi-permanent makeup

dermaplaning

cryotherapy

beautiful brides

medical micropigmentation

gift vouchers

• areola
• scars & burns
• FAQs

• FAQs
• testimonials

• FAQs
• testimonials

• FAQs
• testimonials

• FAQs
• testimonials

• FAQs
• testimonials

micro needling skin boost facial

about  |  treatments  |  gallery  |  blog  |  contact & bookings  |  faqs  |  t’s & c’s  |  privacy policy  |  registered address: xxxxxx
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• general testimonials

• general testimonials
• find the salon
• contact form

social media icons

SPECIAL OFFERS

SPECIAL OFFERS

website review
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introduce your brand colour & font
purple #847089

semi-permanent

Semi-Permanent
Makeup & Aesthetics

by vanessa
make-up

dark grey #706f6f

black #000000

font: Helvetica Neue UltraLight

font: Source Sans Pro

Not the exact font, very similar
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page example

logo
about   |   treatments   |   gallery   |   blog   |   contact & bookings

079 1914 1075  |  Mon – Fri: 9:30am – 7pm  |  Sat: 9:30am – 5:30pm

eyebrows

eyeliner

lips

before

Relevant testimonial from this client with a 
photo, not from the same day, if possible, after 
the treatment has healed. Client name

beforeafter after

image carousel

People love a bit of a back story about the reason why the client 
came for your service, their experience, the transformation

GALLERY
Semi-permanent makeup

When planning out a page, 
it helps to lay it out with 
placeholder text and boxes 
to see how the space will 
be used without having to 
commit to the final design.

This allows you to make 
changes until you’re happy it’s 
right, it also helps you to mark 
info on the page so you know 
what to get written or request 
others to write for you, like the 
testimonial on the example.
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page example

TREATMENTS

Semi-permanent makeup  is a fantastic and cost effective way to maintain  
your facial appearance and a solution to the more vexing beauty problems 
(over plucking, scarring, etc). The effect is achieved in by infusing hypo-
allergenic specialist pigments into the dermal layer of your skin, where  
they remain all day, every day.

The results fade gradually over 1-2 years, with a ‘colour boost’ recommended 
12-18 months after the initial application – to maintain a fresh appearance.

• perfect shaping
• define thin over-plucked brows
• no need for brow pencils
• natural look

• perfect lip contour & colour
• no need to reapply lipstick
• subtle & bold shades available 
•  colour can be accentuated with 

lipstick if required

• smudge resistant finish
• looks perfectly applied every day
• selection of shade intensities

Semi-permanent makeup

Eyebrow annual top up

Lip blush treatment

Eyebrows Lip blushEyeliner

£299 £299

£250 – top or bottom

£425 – both – £75 off!

find out more find out morefind out more

FAQs
Websites are very easy, the 
information just needs to be 
organised in a very orderly way.

Here I’ve ordered the prices in 
categories, treatments for eyes 
together to show browsers the 
choices they have in contained 
categories, eyes then lips. 

Then it’s about predicting what 
the browser will want to see to 
confirm the information - here, 
I’ve added photos that display 
the treatments and by labelling 
the images will show where the 
browser needs to pay attention

The white menu link 
helps with navigation 
and showing the user 
what page they are on

Important information to be 
shown in the middle of the 
screen to help responsiveness

Find out more can take the user to a page where you 
can show that specific treatment in more detail – it 
could be an anchor point to a specific point on a page 
where you can lay out all the treatments
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Website:  
www.vanessamakeup.co.uk

online presence

Facebook:  
Semi-Permanent Makeup & Aesthetics by Vanessa
@semi.permanent.makeup.by.vanessa
@ Semi-Permanent Makeup & Aesthetics by Vanessa

Instagram:  
@vanessaspmu
@ Semi-Permanent Makeup & Aesthetics by Vanessa

Twitter:  
Vanessa Make-Up
@Vanessaspmu

YouTube:  
vanessa ogunyoku

link from site doesn’t work, had to search to find this

We can tighten the brand by using a consistent 
name throughout – makeupbyvanessa.co.uk 
domain name is available but not on social media...
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Navigation checklist:

Is the information laid out in an uncluttered, clear manner and in a logical 
way to help users navigate to the information that’s directly pertinent to them?

Are your menu links reduced to the absolutely essential? Have you tested 
the navigation around your site from the clients point of view? Remember 
to repeat important information if the navigation requires it, for example 
your FAQs could appear under your services page and as its own link in the 
footer, link to a hidden page as a button on the contacts page. Consider it 
logically, as long as the information is easy to find, it’ll help your client have 
a good browser experience.

Is it made as easy as possible for the user to complete your call-to-action?  
If your goal is to convert browsers to customers then encourage them to contact 
you or buy your product, any hesitation in the process might lose you customers.

If your site is entertaining it’ll be remembered, include images, interesting stories, 
testimonials and even movies if you have them. Stand out by adding animated 
gifs where appropriate and even info-graphics elevate the user experience.

You have a website but what do you want it to do for you?  
Convert browsers into customers  |  Sell products online  |  Brand recognition 
Does your website layout support your site goal?

Clear

Easy

A pleasant experience

Does it help reach your goal?

Notes:

Write out your links, are there too many? Can you absorb some of the links into 
others in a more logical way? Do you have the main links (word it in your own way) 
about  |  services  |  blog  |  contact
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logo

Footer menu:

Link back to home/Landing page

sitemap template
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If you would like to discuss your branding or recreating your website, contact me on any of the details below.
I’m also available on Facebook @mysteryhare @CarolineVermeulen and the group: East Anglia Small Business Branding


